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Activities and Operations of the Advanced Computing Research Facility

July - October 1986

prepared by

Gail W. Pieper

1. Summary

This report discusses research activities and operations of the Advanced Computing Research Facility (ACRF) at Argonne National Laboratory from July 1986 through October 1986. The facility is currently supported by the Department of Energy, and is operated by the Mathematics and Computer Science Division at Argonne. Over the past four-month period, we installed a new commercial multiprocessor, the Intel iPSC-VX/d4 hypercube. In addition, four other commercial multiprocessors continue to be available for research—an Encore Multimax, a Sequent Balance 21000, an Alliant FX/8, and an Intel iPSC/d5—as well as a locally designed multiprocessor, the Lemur. These machines are being actively used by scientists at Argonne and throughout the nation in a wide variety of projects concerning computer systems with parallel and vector architectures.

We have continued to sponsor a variety of classes, workshops, and seminars to train researchers on computing techniques for the advanced computer systems at the Advanced Computing Research Facility. For example, we have taught courses on writing programs for parallel computer systems and hosted the first annual Alliant users group meeting. We are also organizing a Sequent users group meeting and a two-day workshop on performance evaluation of parallel computers and programs.
7. Installations and Configuration Changes

In late 1985 and early 1986, the Advanced Computing Research Facility acquired four new multiprocessors: an Encore Multimax, with 20 processors sharing 20 megabytes of memory; a Sequent 8000, with 12 processors and 16 megabytes of shared memory; an Alliant FX/8, with 8 vector processors sharing 32 megabytes of memory; and an Intel iPSC-VX/d5 five-dimensional hypercube with 32 nodes, each having .5 megabyte of memory.

During the summer of 1986, the Sequent 8000 was upgraded gradually, while we served as a test site for the Sequent 21000. This larger system, with 24 processors sharing 16 megabytes of memory, officially replaced the Balance 8000 in September.

A fifth multiprocessor, the Intel iPSC/d4, was added to the ACRF in October 1986. This computer system features a four-dimensional hypercube architecture with 16 nodes, each having 1.5 megabytes of memory. A special feature of this system is its vector capability, making the machine suitable for research in high-performance numerical computations. The Argonne iPSC-VX/d4 was the first vector system installed at a customer site. Like the other machines in the ACRF, the iPSC runs a version of UNIX®, with Fortran and C compilers, and is connected via local network to ARPANET/MILNET, BITNET, MFENET, and TYMNET.

3. User Facility Activities

The Mathematics and Computer Science Division encourages the use of ACRF's specialized resources. Current projects and proposed work indicate that the ACRF is beginning to meet its objective of serving as a national user facility for advanced computing research.

3.1. Projects

During the past few months, a number of researchers have initiated projects on the ACRF. The following list gives the names, affiliations, and research descriptions of our most recent ACRF participants.

Terry Disz - Illinois Benedictine College
Graphics techniques for analysis of parallel algorithms

Sven Hammarling - Numerical Algorithms Group Ltd.
Level 2 BLAS

Floyd Hanson - University of Illinois at Chicago
Implementation of parallel algorithms

Elizabeth Jessup - Yale University
Symmetric tridiagonal algorithms on the hypercube

Stephen Nash - Johns Hopkins University
Methods, algorithms, and software for scientific computation

P. Thistlewaite - Australia National University
A parallel logic programming implementation for a theorem prover in relevance logic
Robert White - North Carolina State University
Analysis of multisplitting methods applied to iterative techniques

Vandevelde - California Institute of Technology
Basic linear algebra on the hypercube

Christopher Thompson - A.E.R.E. Harwell, England
Automatic parallelization of serial Fortran programs using Toolpack
Solving incompressible fluid flow using parallel solution algorithms on the Alliant

Results from two of these projects have already been presented at conferences:

E. Jessup, "A Comparison of Cuppens' Method and Multisection on the Hypercube,"
Second Conference on Hypercube Multiprocessors, Knoxville, Tennesses, Sept. 29 - Oct. 1, 1986

R. White, "Multisplitting and Parallel Iterative Methods," First World Conference on

3.2. Proposals

As classes and workshops familiarize researchers with the new machines in the ACRF, potential users propose new applications and techniques to implement on our advanced computers. The first step in obtaining access to the high-performance computers of the ACRF is to submit an informal proposal to the reviewers in the MCS Division. Interested researchers should contact the ACRF scientific director for more information on the submission of proposals. Listed below are the titles of the proposals most recently accepted by the MCS Division, along with the authors and their affiliations.

Joseph Fisher - Multiflow Computer, Inc.
Interaction between Long Instruction Work Machines and Multiprocessors

Thomas Crockett - NASA Langley Research Center
Parallel Algorithms for Structural Engineering Applications

Vijay Naik - NASA Langley Research Center
Parameters That Influence Communication Costs and Overall System Performance

Martha Ann Griesel - Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Applications of Parallelism to Current Algorithms for Intelligence Analysis

Jorge Nocedal - Northwestern University
Nonsymmetric Eigenvalue Problems Arising in Power Systems

Richard Maestro - Boeing Computer Services
Algorithms for Multivariate Spline Problems
3.3. User Education

Classes on parallel computing were held August 11-13 and October 1-3, 1986 (see Appendix A). The attendees, totaling over twenty per class, represented universities, industry, and various research laboratories located from New York to California, Texas to Iowa. The intent of the classes was to familiarize the attendees with the ACRF environment, to offer ample hands-on experience on the parallel computer systems, and to apply parallel programming to each attendee's area of research. During the classes, the attendees were taught how to write and run several programs, with Fortran and C being the primary programming languages. Session topics that were addressed included monitors and their implementation with macros, and the environment of multiprocessors such as the Sequent and Alliant. Additional classes will be scheduled for late fall and winter.

On September 18-19, MCS sponsored the first Alliant Computer Systems Users' Group Meeting (see Appendix B). Approximately one hundred people attended this meeting, traveling from as far as Germany and England, and representing a wide variety of computer corporations, industry, universities, and research centers.

Other events planned by MCS include a two-day workshop on performance evaluation of parallel computers and programs, and a summer institute on parallel programming for graduate and post-doctoral researchers.
3.4. Visitors

The MCS Division invites scientists from industry, universities, and other research laboratories to participate in the various ACRF research projects. Graduate and undergraduate students, postdoctoral candidates, and faculty stay for periods of time ranging from two weeks to several months. During the reporting period from July to October, approximately 30 researchers participated in ACRF-related projects. Currently, we have several visitors here working on projects involving computer graphics, high-performance algorithms, and software tools for advanced-architecture computers.

3.5. Seminars

For the past several years MCS and Computing Services have jointly sponsored a series of seminars on high-performance computing. Below are listed the names of our most recent speakers, their affiliations, and the title of their talk.

Zahari Zlatev
_A Survey of the Advances in the Exploitation of the Sparsity in the Solution of Large Problems_
Riso National Laboratory, Denmark
August 7, 1986

Dennis Parkinson
_Parallel Processing Experience Using the DAP_
Queen Mary College, London
August 21, 1986

Paul van Dooren
_On Kogbetlianiz's SVD Algorithm in the Presence of Clusters_
Research Laboratory Brussels, Belgium
August 22, 1986

Eric Vandevelde
_Solving Matrix Problems on Hypercubes_
California Institute of Technology
September 17, 1986

Hans P. Zima
_The Design of a Parallelization System for SUPRENUM_
University of Bonn
September 26, 1986

J. B. Rosen and A. T. Phillips
_Multitasking and Algorithms for Constrained Optimization_
University of Minnesota
October 2, 1986

Lee Higbie
_The CHoPP Parallel Processor_
Sullivan Computer Corporation
October 13, 1986
4. Advanced Scientific Computing Research in the ACRF

The advanced computing research program, focusing on parallel architecture, aims to create portable algorithms, software, and programming techniques for both numeric and reasoning tasks. The following sections highlight the advanced scientific computing research in the ACRF, which is divided into four areas: (1) algorithms and software, (2) parallel programming methodologies, (3) programming languages, and (4) advanced computer architectures.

4.1. Algorithms and Software

A major goal of our research is to create algorithms and software that achieve high performance and portability on advanced computer architectures.

In collaboration with J. Scroggs (University of Illinois, Urbana) and R. Chin and G. Hedstrom (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), we have developed a parallel convection-diffusion solver for singularly perturbed problems based on domain decomposition. The program was written using SCHEDULE (see the discussion below on Parallel Programming Methodologies) and has been run successfully on the Alliant FX/8 and CRAY-2 computers.

SCHEDULE is also being used to schedule preconditioned computations associated with finite difference approximations. This work is being conducted in collaboration with J. Diaz and a graduate student from the University of Oklahoma.

In a more theoretical study, we conducted a high-dimensional search of proper parameters for number theoretic quadrature rules. For this search, the Alliant FX/8 system proved invaluable. We were able to obtain speedups of approximately 10 over the VAX. Moreover, the Alliant automatically optimizes programs written in standard Fortran 77, so that no special programming techniques are needed to take advantage of the Alliant's parallel processing abilities. We intend to continue this work, extending our search to higher dimensions and perhaps sorting out the equivalence patterns for bicycle rules.

Another project exploiting the features of the Alliant involved parallelizing two difference approximation routines in MINPACK. Since almost all user function calls are in such routines, the results were impressive: we achieved a 7:1 reduction in time over the sequential routines (with a 3:2 reduction over the whole program).

4.2. Parallel Programming Methodologies

Closely associated with our work on algorithms and software is research on parallel programming methodologies. In 1985, we developed a package (called SCHEDULE) of a Fortran-callable subroutine that aids in programming explicitly parallel algorithms in Fortran. This package has been modified several times during the last year to improve the user interface. One significant advantage of SCHEDULE is that no machine-dependent statements or extensions are required in the user's code. A graphics display has also been interfaced with
the package; it shows a large-grain data dependency graph with dynamically allocated nodes executing on a parallel machine. SCHEDULE now runs on the Alliant FX/8 and CRAY-2 computers.

We have also designed three tools for transforming Fortran DO loops to improve performance on vector architecture. These tools were written in the Toolpack tool-writing environment [Cowell and Thompson, 1986]. We are now extending this work by the creation of tool fragments for analyzing programs for dependencies that inhibit parallelization. Our aim is to create interactive tools to aid in writing programs for parallel architectures.

We have begun investigating the role that abstract programming/program transformation methodology can play in preparing programs to run on distributed memory parallel computers such as the Intel hypercube. The approach currently being studied starts with an existing program for solving a numerical problem. The programmer augments this program with statements that indicate how its storage is to be partitioned among the hypercube processors. Program transformations have been written to take the augmented program and insert the communication statements necessary to permit execution on the hypercube. This approach has the advantage of helping to ensure that communication is carried out correctly in the transformed program, so that it does not deadlock. For programs that solve problems well-suited to the hypercube architecture, substantial speedups can be obtained. A paper discussing this work was presented at the ORNL hypercube meeting, September 29 - October 1.

We have begun a major extension to our monitors/macros package for programming parallel computers. The extensions provide macros for the SEND and RECEIVE operations that allow communication and synchronization among processes that do not share memory. We are developing a macro package that would allow the same program to run, for example, on a shared-memory machine like a Sequent, on a hypercube, and on a network of Suns. We are also preparing for the distribution of our monitor package through NETLIB.

We have begun to work on improved debugging techniques for parallel processors. We have already implemented a trace facility in the monitors/macros package that provides useful information on the execution path of the program and has proved to be helpful in debugging concurrent programs. We have also formulated preliminary plans for developing a graphics tool to display the computational dependency of the parallelism within a program. Such a tool would allow the user to graphically define the computational dependencies among processes and to make an easy translation to Fortran from the dependency graph. Given the proper interface, the tool might also allow the algorithm designer to isolate an executing parallel process and to "view" the details of its execution through a graphical display.

4.3. Programming Languages

Our implementation of a parallel version of the Warren Abstract Machine has been extremely well received by researchers involved with logic programming systems. The advantage of our system is that it permits testing a variety of different parallel logic programming languages. We have initiated a cooperative venture with the Swedish Institute of Computer Science, the University of Manchester, England; and Imperial College, London. Our WAM system will be used as the parallel emulator of a Warren Abstract Machine to get data vital to the design of the next generation of parallel logic inference engines.

We have also begun preliminary work analyzing the effectiveness of Ada®, which is available on the Sequent Balance 21000. Serving as consultants to the Ada Europe Numerics Working Group, we participated in the drafting of a proposed standard for mathematical packages in Ada. Our particular concerns involve provisions for elementary mathematical functions.
4.4. Advanced Computer Architectures

We have been studying various advanced computers to evaluate their software environments and to gain an understanding of their performance potential.

One study analyzed the results of running various programs on the Sequent Balance system. The programs included MACHAR and the ELEFUNT suite of transportable Fortran test programs, the Fortran version of the arithmetic test program PARANOIA, and prototype programs from the INTFUNT test suite for intrinsic functions. The results are reported in Cody [1986].

We also continue to update our survey of commercial and experimental high-performance computer systems. The latest version [Dongarra and Duff, 1986], prepared in October, has been widely distributed throughout the United States and Europe.

5. Publications

Listed below are publications relating to advanced computing research carried out by Mathematics and Computer Science Division staff. This list updates the much more extensive list given in the previous progress report [Mihaly and Pieper, 1986].
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APPENDIX B

First Annual Alliant Users’ Group Meeting - September 18-19, 1986
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